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Abstract—With the rapid increase of real-time applications,
jitter, delay, and throughput have become the three important
QoS criteria in the scheduling of input-queued (IQ) switches with
virtual output queues (VOQ). In this paper, we propose a novel
frame-based scheduling algorithm, referred to as dichotomy slot
allocation (DSA), to achieve high throughput, bounded delay, and
bounded jitter. DSA possesses three major characteristics. First,
DSA schedules the switch on a per-VOQ basis, and strives to
provision QoS guarantees for each traffic stream corresponding
to each VOQ. Second, DSA allocates the exact amount of slots to
schedule the actual traffic of each VOQ, and decides the time slot
for each packet. Third, DSA equally allocates the slots in a frame
to each port pair, and then adjusts the scheduling to meet the
actual traffic demand. The adjustment process employs a specially
designed order named Dichotomy Order to guarantee QoS. Both
analysis and simulation results demonstrate that DSA achieves
good performance in jitter and throughput.

Index Terms—Dichotomy slot allocation, input-queued switch,
jitter, throughput, QoS.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY, input-queued (IQ) crossbar switch fabric
with virtual output queues (VOQ) has attracted broad

attention in designing high speed routers and switches [2]–[4].
In such a switch fabric, the arriving packets are queued in front
of the inputs according to their destination ports, referred to
as virtual output queues. As compared to conventional IQ or
output queuing (OQ) schemes, IQ with VOQ has its superior
advantages. On one hand, the IQ with VOQ scheme over-
comes the poor scalability problem of output queuing. On the
other hand, it avoids the performance degradation due to the
well known head-of-line (HOL) blocking problem existing in
input queuing schemes. With the rapidly increasing real-time
applications, scheduling the IQ switch with VOQ needs to
guarantee quality of service (QoS), e.g., low jitter, fairness,
high throughput, and low delay [1], [5]–[8].

Many scheduling schemes have been proposed to provision
low jitter and fairness in packet scheduling, including weighted
fair queuing (WFQ) [9], worst-case weighted fair queuing
(WF Q) [10], deficit found robin (DRR) [11], smoothed round
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robin (SRR) [12], Huffman fair queuing (HuFQ) [13], call ad-
mission control with a grouping architecture [14], and adaptive
distributed fair scheduling [15]. Recently, low-jitter scheduling
has received a lot of attention in the research community of
switches and wireless mesh networks. Lee [16] has shown that
the smoothness of the scheduling of a decomposed permutation
matrix is bounded by the entropy of BV decomposition, and
satisfies the Kraft’s inequality in Clos networks. He et al. [17]
proposed an approach of rate-based smoothed switching, and
designed a smoothed buffered crossbar CICQ switch. Szy-
manski [18] proposed a technique to optimize throughput and
jitter of a nonuniform multichannel wireless mesh network, in
which the scheduling problem can be transformed into an IQ
switch scheduling problem.

For IQ switches with VOQ, one low-jitter and fairness
scheduling referred to as, Greedy Low-jitter Decomposition
(GLJD), was proposed by Keslassy et al. [8]. Similar to the well
known Birkhoff Von-Neumann (BV) decomposition algorithm
[19], GLJD decomposes the rate matrix into a sum of per-
mutation matrices. Different from BV decomposition, GLJD
adds an additional constraint of nonoverlapping positions of
nonzero entries in the decomposed permutation matrices. The
intuition here is the relatively easier controllability of jitter
when a port pair appears in only one permutation matrix. After
decomposition, one weighted round robin (WRR) scheme was
adopted to schedule these decomposed matrices [20]. Another
related work was conducted by Mohanty and Bhuya [21]. They
proposed the Binary Matrix Decomposition (BMD) algorithm
and applied SRR [12] to schedule these decomposed matrices.
For the sake of convenience, the two algorithms are denoted as

and in the rest of this paper.
Note that port pairs are sometimes granted with more

allocations than their requirements in and
. These surplus allocations may entail unex-

pected high jitter and unfairness even if the decomposed
permutation matrices are ideally scheduled.

For instance, in a frame period of eight time-slots, say,
, the traffic demand of a 2 2 switch is described

by , where is the required slots for transmitting traffic
from input to output .

Each of port pairs (1, 1), (1, 2), and (2, 1) has four packets to
be transmitted while port pair (2, 2) has only two packets to be
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transmitted. Both BV and GLJD decomposition will generate
the following weighted sum of permutation matrices:

Symbol “ ” means that each entry in the right is no less than
the corresponding entry in the left. Then, the two decomposed
permutation matrices are scheduled with equal interval of two
slots—see the equation shown at the bottom of the page. Note
that port pair (2, 2), which only needs two slots, was granted
four slots, 1, 3, 5, 7. The usual scheme of (2, 2) is to choose the
earliest two slots, slots 1 and 3. In this case, the interval between
these two allocations is two slots, while the interval between
the second allocation and the allocation in the next frame is no
less than six slots. This introduces high jitter. On the other hand,
100% of the traffic of port pair (2, 2) is scheduled during the first
four slots while only 50% of the traffic of port pairs (1, 1), (1,
2), and (2, 1) is scheduled in the same time period. This causes
unfairness. However, choosing slots 1 and 5 will produce lower
jitter and better fairness performance.

In this paper, we present a novel scheduling scheme referred
to as Dichotomy Slot Allocation (DSA) to guarantee quality of
service for each port pair. Following the assumption made in [4],
[8], [19], we also focus on frame-based scheduling in this paper.
In frame-based scheduling, the delay is bounded by the frame
length [4]. So, we do not focus on delay performance. More-
over, fairness requirement is generally consistent with jitter.
Low jitter requires allocations with near-equal intervals. It dis-
courages one port pair greedily occupying the resources in con-
tinuous time slots, thereby avoiding short-term unfairness to
other pairs in some degree. We particularly focus on jitter and
throughput when designing DSA.

Specifically, DSA first equally allocates slots to each port pair
in the assumption of uniform traffic. These allocations are re-
ferred to as pre-allocations. Then, based on the real nonuniform
traffic demands, DSA adjusts this ideal scheduling port pair by
port pair. For port pairs with traffic less than the pre-allocations,
DSA selects proper allocations from pre-allocated slots and re-
lease those unselected allocations; for port pairs with traffic ex-
ceeding the pre-allocations, DSA allocates these newly released
slots to them. The adjustment process employs a specially de-
signed order referred to as Dichotomy Order for the purpose of
QoS. Besides switches, DSA can be tailored to many other net-
works, such as slotted WDM [20].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the system model. Section III presents our proposed
algorithm along with theoretical analysis. Section IV provides
simulation results, and concluding remarks are included in
Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider an input-output switch fabric. Data are
scheduled from each input to outputs with the fixed-size cells
(or packets) in each time slot by a central arbiter. We make the
similar assumption [8] that we have some prior knowledge of
the rates required for each input/output pair. The cell arriving
rate is described by the matrix , where the element is
the arrival rate of pair from input to output . In the
frame-based scheduling, consecutive time slots are grouped
into one frame. The traffic demand in one frame is denoted by
matrix , where the element is the number of the cells
queued in input which need to be scheduled to output .

Mneimneh and Siu [22] analyzed the relationship between the
arriving rate and the traffic demand under three types of traffic
models. For simplicity, we consider the constant traffic scenario,
in which the traffic conforms to the following:

(1)

Regarding to the dynamic scenarios, if the arriving rate is
changed, traffic demand can be derived by the current In-
ternet architecture, e.g., bandwidth broker or MPLS signaling.
If the traffic arrives in a burst mode, it can be smoothed in the
input queues as the frame size increases. Previously, Lee and
Lam [23] indicated that such a quasi-static statistic also exists
in the 3-stage Clos ATM switches.

The frame-based switch scheduling problem is formulated as
follows: given the frame size as well as a traffic demand ,
find a scheduling table to achieve high throughput and low jitter.
Generally, the scheduling table is changed in every frame as the
traffic demand changes. However, in the case of constant traffic
demand, the same scheduling table is repeated frame by frame.
We use a three dimensional Boolean matrix to denote the
scheduling table, where is set one when slot is allocated
for switching a cell of the pair . The basic switching con-
straints that a port can not send to or receive from more than one
port simultaneously are mathematically formulated as follows:

(2)

(3)

(4)

Different from the model established in [8] and [15], redun-
dant scheduling is not permitted in this paper, it must satisfy

(5)
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Requests for some port pairs may not be fully satisfied, thus
leading to smaller throughput. To measure the scheduling loss,
we now introduce the following definition.

Definition 1: The throughput of a scheduling table for
traffic demand is

(6)

There are different ways to quantify jitter. In this paper, we use
the measure of rate jitter, which is defined as the difference be-
tween the minimal and maximal inter-arrival time [7]. Denote

as the arrival time of the th cell in output from input

(7)

denotes the inter-arrival time in output port between
the th cell and the th cell from input . Note that the
scheduling table repeats frame by frame for the constant traffic
demand

(8)

Definition 2: The jitter of a scheduling table for pair
is

(9)

The average jitter is

(10)

Succinctly, can be represented by an equivalent two-di-
mensional matrix in which is the destination output of
input in slot

We refer to as the scheduling table for .
Below is an example of traffic demand matrix and its sched-

uling table , where and ,
Pair (2, 2) requires four cells to be transmitted, but only three

cells are scheduled and one cell is lost. For pair (1, 1),
;

so . For this example, the throughput is 96.55% and the
average jitter is 1 slot.

III. DICHOTOMY ORDER

Dichotomy Order, denoted by , is the key idea behind our
proposed DSA algorithm. We first show the generation process
of .

Dichotomy Order is derived from the idea of dichotomy. It can
be considered as an operation order on a circular array. Given a
circular array with length , we determine the operation posi-
tions in the array one by one. The determining
rule can be generalized as: every new operation position
on is the middle position of the longest section of divided
by its formerly determined elements . Specifi-
cally, for the first determined operation positions ,
assume and are two consecutive posi-
tions. Owing to the circular property of array , the interval
between and equals to .
Denote as the set containing intervals between any two con-
secutive operation positions in as the largest
element in set and as
two consecutive operation positions with intervals equaling to

. Then, the next oper-
ation position is selected as . Interval is divided
into two intervals: and .
The detail generation process of is described in Algorithm 1
below.

Algorithm 1: Generation of Dichotomy Order

// set the first element in the order, can be any position
from 1 to M

// calculate the other elements in the order

For

// decide the th element in the order

// update the interval set

// obtain the largest interval in set

update and accordingly

End

and are directly related to the jitter performance when
is employed as the scheduling order. They exhibit the fol-

lowing quantitative properties for with length . (see Lemma
1 and 2).

Lemma 1: ,if , then we get the
first equation shown at the bottom of the page.
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Proof: We prove this by induction. Assume
when . Then, the first

operation positions divide the circular array into sections,
each with length of either or . Assume
of the sections are with length of , and
remaining sections with length of . After the
operations, the longest section length equals so
far. Hence, the th operation position is selected as
the middle position of one of these sections with length
of , and it will further divide that section into two
sections with length of or . After
the th, th, th positions
are determined, the longest section length will remain as

. After the determination of the th position,
the longest section length is changed to . Then, the
next operation positions, i.e., the th,

th, th position, will be selected as the
middle position of one of these intervals with length of

, and each of them will divide the section with length
of into two sections with length of or

. Therefore, after the determination of the first
positions, the circular array will be divided into sections

with length of , or
. Since ,

and equals to either or
, and

, if
. In summary, we get the second equation

shown at the bottom of the page.
Lemma 2: , if , then

Proof: According to Lemma 1, when
. So, or 0. Among the sections

divided by the first positions, assume sections are with
length of and intervals with length of .
Then, the th, th positions in further
divide/partition sections with length of into sections
with length of or ; the th,

th positions in further divide sections with length
of into sections with length of or

. Then

Corresponding to whether and are odd or even,
is either or .

Assume the first element in order is 2. Taking
for example, the generation process of is illustrated in Table I.

TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE FOR GENERATING O WITH � � �� � � �

IV. DICHOTOMY SLOT ALLOCATION

This section presents the proposed DSA algorithm, which
employs to smoothly schedule each port pair with small cell
loss.

Intuitively, when represents uniform traffic, the traffic can
be easily scheduled without jitter (i.e., jitter free). However, the
traffic is nonuniform in most practical scenarios. DSA rewrites
the nonuniform traffic demand into ,
where . The determination of will be dis-
cussed next

denotes deficit traffic (uniform traffic minus the actual
traffic) while denotes the surplus traffic (actual traffic minus

). The basic process of DSA is as follows.
Step 1) Determine and construct a jitter-free scheduling

for . A port pair’s allocated slots in are
referred to as the pair’s pre-allocations.

Step 2) For each port pair with , select proper
pre-allocations in and release the other unse-
lected pre-allocations of this pair.

Step 3) For each port pair with , allocate
proper released slots for the extra traffic de-
mand.

Details of these three steps are further deliberated next.

A. Determining and Scheduling

We first determine for the given frame length and switch
size and construct a jitter-free schedule for .

depends on the frame length . Given frame length ,
Properties 1 and 2 show the maximum admissible uniform
traffic with jitter-free scheduling.

Property 1: The maximum admissible uniform traffic rate is
, where is the all one matrix.

Proof: The condition of admissible traffic is
. So, is

the maximum admissible uniform traffic rate.
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Property 2: Given the frame length , if is an integer mul-
tiple of , there exists jitter-free schedules for uniform traffic

, which is the maximum admissible uniform
traffic.

Proof: One way to construct a scheduling table is as fol-
lows: From slot 1 to , employ a round robin search, and then
repeat such scheduling every slots. For example, It is seen
that jitter of every port pair is zero.

DSA intentionally selects the frame size to be an integer
multiple of and set . After having determined

and can be derived.
The following is an example for :

Below is one of the jitter-free schedules for :
To facilitate analysis, we name consecutive time slots as a

subframe (a frame is composed of subframes). The
scheduling in one subframe has a total of kinds
of combinations.

B. Scheduling

For traffic , pre-allocations in the first step exceed
the actually desired. Therefore, we select slots from
pre-allocations and release the other pre-allocations. DSA
employs dichotomy order as the selection order. The benefits
are twofold. On one hand, helps achieve relatively low jitter.

On the other hand, to ensure small cell loss, aligns as many re-
leased allocations of different port pairs as possible in the same
slot in order to accept more traffic of . Denote as the
set of the selected subframes for pair . is generated with
the length and the initial position . The selec-
tion process for is illustrated by Algorithm 2 below.

Algorithm 2: Selection

% generate with

For

Select ’s pre-allocations in the subframes
and release others

End

Let be the schedule obtained after the selection process.
Then, exhibits the following jitter properties.

Theorem 1: The jitter of for pair is as shown in the
first equation at the bottom of the page.

Proof: When since all its pre-alloca-
tions are selected. When we get the second equation
shown at the bottom of the page, with slots according to Lemmas
1 and 2.

Computational Complexity: The dichotomy order only de-
pends on . It is the same for all VOQs, irrespective of the ac-
tual traffic . Hence, for VOQ at input , the complexity of
selection is . The worst case running time of the selection
for all VOQs is .

Next, we will illustrate an example of selection of the men-
tioned earlier. When and .
Below is .

The total jitter of is 28 slots.

C. Scheduling

We shall first explain the intuition to acquire small cell loss
and low jitter. After a slot is allocated to pair , it cannot
be allocated to other pairs from input port or to output port .
This will cause cell loss for these port pairs. The cell loss shall
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be minimized. On the other hand, each pair with was
allocated slots with one subframe interval. Re-allocated slots
decrease the scheduling intervals, and break the constant sched-
uling interval. Avoiding rapid decrease of scheduling intervals
helps achieve lower jitter. Again, we use to select re-allo-
cated slots. Note that here is different from used in selec-
tion (Algorithm 2). Since the re-allocated slots are between two
consecutive pre-allocations with constant interval slots, is
generated with the length and , where slot is
the pre-allocated slots for port pair . The re-allocation al-
gorithm is summarized as Algorithm 3 below.

Algorithm 3: Re-Allocation for

......................................................................................(a)

While and

generate with length

While and

If slot in subframe can be allocated to
......................................................................(b)

allocate the slot to

End

End

End

In Step (a), we set since the pre-allocated slot of
port pair , has already been allocated. Step (b) is to check
whether the slots in can be allocated to the port pair. If either
input port or output port is busy in this slot, this slot cannot
be allocated to .

DSA always attempts to re-allocate traffic into the slot in the
middle position of the largest interval. This introduces relatively
low jitter. The following theorem provides the jitter bound of the
re-allocation.

Theorem 2: The jitter upper bound of port pairs with
is ( ) slots in the final scheduling table .

Proof: Intervals are decreased after the re-allocation. The
maximum interval is at most one subframe while the minimum
one is at least one slot. So, the maximum jitter is -1slots.

Computational Complexity: In Step (b) of the re-allocation,
slot in subframes have to be checked. Thus, the worst
case running time of the re-allocation for a pair is .
To check the total of port pairs, the complexity of the re-al-
location algorithm is .

For a particular port pair, the re-allocation process does not
need to check all slots one by one to find out the suitable ones.

TABLE II
SCHEDULING �

Some of the unsuitable slots can be easily figured out. The fol-
lowing Lemma 2 provides a method to avoid some unnecessary
checking.

Lemma 2: Let and be pairs with the pre-allocated
slot in a subframe, ; then slot can be allocated
to only when they are in the subframes .

Proof: and select pre-allocations in the sub-
frame and . Then, either input port or output
port is busy in the subframes and . Both and

being in unselected subframes is the neces-
sary condition for both of them to be idle. Thus, only if slot is
in these subframes, it may be allocated to .

When or . After
the selection step, .

Using the above mentioned and as an example, the re-al-
location is shown in Table II. Specifically, insufficient scheduled
traffic for (2,1), (3,1), and (4,4) need to be re-allocated. Note that
after slot 9 is allocated to (2,1), slot 9 cannot be allocated to (3,1)
any longer since output port 1 becomes busy.

The final schedule table is shown below. No cell is lost.
The re-allocation introduces extra jitter of 8 slots. Hence, the
average jitter is 2.25 slots.

Note that, for some admissible traffic, DSA may not be able to
guarantee 100% throughput as BV decomposition does. We will
show the average throughput yielded by DSA in the simulation
part.

In summary, DSA is composed of selection and re-alloca-
tion. As shown above, the complexity of the selection process
is , and the complexity of the re-allocation process is

. Hence, the total complexity is
.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we investigate the performances of DSA by
simulations and compare them with that of [8]
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Fig. 1. Cell-loss ratio as a function of traffic load under uniform traffic scenario
for various switch sizes.

Fig. 2. Jitter as a function of traffic load under uniform traffic scenario for var-
ious switch sizes.

and [21]. The traffic models considered have des-
tinations with uniform and nonuniform distributions.

A. Uniform Traffic

Figs. 1 and 2 show simulation results under uniform traffic
scenario. The simulation is done for switches with various sizes,
i.e., 4 4, 8 8, 16 16, 32 32, 64 64. The number of sub-
frames is set to be 10. The average cell arrival rate is ran-
domly generated with even distribution between 0 and , where

varies from 0 to for different traffic load. load is defined
as . When , the
arrival rate is admissible, otherwise cell loss is introduced. In
the following graphs, we analyze the relationship between per-
formance and mean load in 100 simulations.

Fig. 1 shows that the cell loss increases with increasing traffic
load. For a 64 64 switch, cell loss is less than 0.1% when
traffic load approaches 1. Switches with large sizes have lower
cell-loss ratio than that of switches with small sizes. This is due
to the fact that the increased number of released allocations in
every schedule brings more opportunities for surplus traffic to
be inserted. Therefore, the cell-loss ratio is reduced when the
switch size increases.

Fig. 2 shows the relationship between jitter and traffic load
under uniform traffic scenario for various switch sizes. When

Fig. 3. Comparison of cell loss for DSA,��������, and�	��
��.

Fig. 4. Comparison of jitter for DSA, ���� � ���, and �	� � 
��
under uniform traffic scenario.

the load is small, the number of port pairs with deficit traffic is
larger than those with surplus traffic. When the load becomes
larger, the dominating port pairs change from those with deficit
traffic to those with surplus traffic. Theorems 1 and 2 imply
that jitter of port pairs with deficit traffic are generally much
larger than that of port pairs with surplus traffic, except in some
special cases. Therefore, average jitter decreases, though very
little, with increasing traffic load (see Fig. 2). In addition, Fig. 2
shows that jitter increases with the switch size, thus conforming
to Theorems 1 and 2. It is also shown that the average jitter is
around or a little less than slots, where is the switch size.

Figs. 3 and 4 compare the performance of DSA with that of
and . To facilitate proper compar-

ison, we make the following two assumptions of
and .

a) The speed up of the switch is 1. When the required band-
width is larger than the frame size, the last allocations are
lost.

b) BMD and GLJD may allocate a port pair with more slots
than demand. In this case, the traffic is scheduled in the
first several slots, and the last unnecessary allocations are
released.

In and , the allocations in the
last several slots are lost when its required bandwidth exceeds
the frame length. So, they produce larger cell loss than DSA as
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Fig. 5. Cell-loss ratio as a function of traffic load for unbalanced traffic scenario
with different �.

shown in Fig. 3. Although and re-
quire the same bandwidth, they produce different loss ratios be-
cause of the different scheduling schemes for computing permu-
tation matrices. It is shown that the loss ratios of
and are larger than that of DSA when the load is
greater than 0.9.

Fig. 4 shows that the average jitter of DSA remains almost
constant with the increase of the switch load. Because of our
assumptions b) of and , the allo-
cations of some port pairs may be concentrated in the front of
the schedule table, thus producing a large jitter. This phenom-
enon is especially evident with the small switch load. Even in the
best case, and cannot achieve the
same performance as DSA. In fact, their jitter can be reduced
by selecting allocations which introduce the least jitter. How-
ever, the complexity of the required selection scheme is about

. Then, the complexity is increased if
and attempt to Fig. 5 shows the loss ratio for
unbalanced traffic with different . It is seen that cell loss de-
creases with the increase of . Directional traffic with
has the smallest cell-loss ratio while uniform traffic has the
largest cell-loss ratio. For directional traffic scenario, much of
the traffic is directed to the directional port pairs, making other
port pairs lightly loaded. Generally, directional port pairs have
surplus traffic, while the other port pairs have deficit traffic. In
this case, the insertion process is mainly performed for direc-
tional port pairs. For the other port pairs, the insertion process is
implemented with small probability. The directional port pairs
do not constitute input or output conflict. In other words, during
re-allocation, re-allocated slots for one port pair will not reduce
other port pairs’ opportunity of being re-allocated. So, cell loss
is small. achieve better jitter performance, which is beyond the
discussion of this paper.

B. Nonuniform Traffic

1) Unbalanced Traffic: The unbalanced traffic model uses a
probability, , as the fraction of input load directed to a single
predetermined output, while the rest of the input load is directed

Fig. 6. Jitter as a function of traffic load for unbalanced traffic scenario with
different �.

to all outputs with uniform distribution. Let be probability
that the total load for input port is directed to output port

(11)

When , the traffic is uniform, while it is directional
when .

In the simulation, the switch size is 64 64, the average cell
arrival rate for port pair is randomly generated
with even distribution between 0 and , and the cell
arrival rate for port pair is randomly generated
with even distribution between 0 and . is
varied from 0 to to obtain different network load.

Fig. 6 shows the jitter performance under unbalanced traffic
scenario with different . In every traffic scenario, jitter is
nearly zero under small load, and then increases to a high value
and almost plateaus at that value. Based on Theorem 1, jitter
is 0 or slots when traffic between a port pair is 0, 1, 2 cells.
This is the reason why jitter is almost zero with small load.
Also, Theorem 1 indicates that jitter suddenly increases when
traffic is increased beyond three cells. Therefore, the average
jitter will be suddenly increased when the load is increased to
a certain number, referred to as the bound. As shown in Fig. 6,
the bound depends on . The bound for switches with large

is larger than those with small . The reason is as follows.
When the traffic is approaching directionally, more loads will
be exerted on the directional port pair, leaving the other port
pairs lightly loaded. The majority of the port pairs will have
low jitter, thus lowering the average jitter.

2) Chang’s and Asymmetric Traffic: Chang’s traffic model
can be defined as for , and
otherwise. The asymmetric traffic model has different load for
each port pair, such as , where

is the probability that the total load for input port is directed
to output port .

Consider a 64 64 switch. The average cell arrival rate
for port pair is randomly generated with even distribution
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Fig. 7. Comparison of cell-loss ratio for DSA,��������, and �	��

�� under Chang’s and Asymmetric traffic scenario.

Fig. 8. Comparison of jitter for DSA, ���� � ���, and �	� � 
��
under Chang’s and Asymmetric traffic scenario.

between 0 and , and varies from 0 to 2 to obtain different
network load.

Fig. 7 shows that the cell-loss ratio of DSA is nearly zero
when the load approaches 1 under both Chang’s and Asym-
metric traffic scenarios. The cell loss of DSA is always less than
that of and .

Fig. 8 shows that jitter of asymmetric traffic is less than that
of Chang’s traffic. This is because that asymmetric traffic, as
compared to Chang’s traffic, is rather unbalanced with the prop-
erty that some port pairs are heavily loaded while some others
are lightly loaded. As shown in Fig. 6, unbalanced traffic with
larger has lower jitter performance. So, asymmetric traffic has
less jitter than Chang’s traffic. Fig. 8 also shows that DSA al-
most produces constant jitter regardless of the variation of the
load while jitter of and decreases
with the traffic load. The three algorithms yield almost the same
jitter under heavy loaded cases.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a low-jitter scheduling
scheme referred to as DSA. DSA first allocates slots without
jitter to each port pair assuming the traffic is uniform. To

accommodate nonuniform traffic, DSA adjusts the jitter-free
allocation. The adjustment consists of two operations: select
allocations and release the unselected ones for port pairs which
need less; re-allocate released allocations to those which re-
quire more. Specifically, Dichotomy Order has been proposed
to achieve low jitter and small cell loss in the adjustment
process. Finally, we compare our algorithm with the two
existing smooth scheduling algorithms and

. Simulation results show that DSA can achieve
good performance in terms of throughput and jitter.
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